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Abstract—Besides the limited power budgets and the dark-silicon issue, soft error is one of the most critical reliability issues in computing systems fabricated using nano-scale devices. During the execution, different applications have varying performance, power/energy consumption and vulnerability properties. Different trade-offs can be devised to provide required resiliency within the allowed power constraints. To exploit this behavior, we propose a novel soft error resilient architecture and the corresponding run-time system that enables power-aware fine-grained resiliency for different processor components. It selectively determines the reliability state of various components, such that the overall application reliability is improved under a given power budget. Our architecture saves power up to 16% and reliability degradation up to 11% compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

In the nano era, due to the shrinking feature sizes and rapid technology scaling, reliability has emerged as one of the primary design criteria for on-chip systems [1]. Soft errors for a chip are predicted to increase with future technology nodes due to smaller feature sizes, operating voltages, increased clock speed and low critical charge [2], [3]. Reliability enhancing techniques [2], [4]–[8] to mitigate soft errors mostly rely on coarse-grained redundancy (i.e., full-scale duplication or triplication) and hence, incur significant performance and/or power overhead. They do not consider the soft error vulnerability and power variations at a finer-granularity (i.e., selective and/or component-level redundancy) that can be leveraged to achieve better reliability management under tighter power constraints. Moreover, these techniques cannot exploit the variations during different execution phases of a given application at run time. To address above challenges, we study the following research questions in this paper, which have not been addressed by earlier state-of-the-art.

• How the soft error vulnerability vary at a fine-grained level for several components of a given processor?
• How does the soft error vulnerability vary across different execution phases of a given application?
• How does the power consumption of different applications temporarily varies at the fine-grained level for different hardware components of a given processor?
• How can different reliability enhancing techniques affect the overall vulnerability and the power consumption of the processor? How can the designers effectively utilize

A. Motivational Case Study: Analyzing the Vulnerability, Power and Performance Variations

To address the above research questions, we thoroughly analyzed the vulnerability and power of different applications in different processors components at a fine-granularity. Our analysis in Fig. 1-3 illustrates the following key observations.

• Different processor components like instruction queue (IQ), reorder-buffer (RO), register file (RF), load-store queue (LS), fetch unit (FC), etc. depict diverse soft error vulnerability during the FFT application execution.
• Different applications may have distinct resilience to soft errors; see CRC and SUSAN in Fig. 2. Even, different architectural components may have different vulnerability and power consumption behavior during an application execution, as shown by the variations in Fig. 1.
• An application program shows varying instruction-per-cycle (IPC) behavior which can be used to distinguish different performance phases as shown in Fig. 1.
• For different reliability features, each application shows distinct and varying power, performance, energy and vulnerability characteristics, for example, see labels (1), (2) and (3) in Fig. 2. The analysis illustrates this behavior for benchmark applications using two reliability features, i.e., dual-modular redundancy with re-execution (DMR-RE) and triple-modular redundancy (TMR).
• Finally, the analyses in Fig. 3 show run-time variations in performance, power, and vulnerability across different applications.
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II. MODELS

A. Processor Model

This paper considers an out-of-order processor having

B. Application Program Model

We assume that an application program consists of $m$

defer phase $f_i$ has to meet its execution time budget $c_i$

C. Vulnerability Model

We use architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) as soft-error

D. Power Model

The power consumption of a pipeline component, i.e., $P_i(t)$,
III. POWER-AWARE FINE-GRAINED RESILIENCY

Fig.4 shows an overview of our novel approach for power-aware fine-grained soft error resiliency. In our scheme, each application is executed on a processor, and performance phases are identified at design time. At run time, vulnerability and power consumption of different processor components is measured during each execution phase to (de-)activate supported reliability features for these component to maximize the overall application reliability for a given power constraint.

A. Architectural Support for Fine-Grained Management

To have a fine-grained control between different reliability levels, different redundancy mechanisms i.e., DMR-RE and TMR are implemented for each component at their respective pipeline stages. The voting and comparison is performed at the corresponding stage, while in case of DMR-RE, stalls are introduced if re-execution is required. Our concepts of fine-grained reliability are orthogonal to the available reliability mechanisms.

B. Phase Identification

Different applications have distinct performance characteristics during run time, see Fig. 1. This constitutes phases which are the basis of fine-granularity in our reliability manager.

IV. OUR PROPOSED RELIABILITY MANAGER

This run time manager utilizes different redundant modes for different components in the processor in an adaptive and fine-grained way such that soft error resilience is maximized under a power constraint. This is achieved by activating a particular reliability mechanism dynamically during a phase of an application considering its diverse power and vulnerability properties (see overview in Fig. 4).

A. Problem Formulation

Using the above mentioned models and notations in Section II, we formulate the problem of selecting one of the m reliability feature for various n component as the 0/1 ILP problem. The processor vulnerability, power and reliability feature is represented by the matrix \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \), \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \) and \( X \in \{0,1\}^{n \times m} \) respectively in which each element \( V_{ij} \), \( P_{ij} \), \( X_{ij} \) refers to the vulnerability and power of the component i when the reliability feature j is selected for that component. For a features assigned j to a component i, the assignment would be \( X_{ij} = 1 \). The goal of our run-time reliability manager is to adapt the available reliability modes of various components to optimally minimize overall vulnerability in each phase of the application under a given power constraint.

Optimization Goal: Minimize system vulnerability defined by

\[
\min \prod_{i,j} X_{ij} V_{ij} \tag{2}
\]

since the selection is a 0-1 assignment, we have:

\[
\forall i, j : X_{ij} \epsilon \{0, 1\} \tag{3}
\]

Power Constraint: The power consumption of the processor should be less than the core TDP constraint.

\[
X_{ij} P_{ij} \leq P_{TDP} \tag{4}
\]

B. Algorithm

Due to its run-time nature, this algorithm employs a lightweight greedy heuristics to select an appropriate available reliability mechanism for different architectural components during a execution phase of an application such that the power and timing constraints are met, and the overall system vulnerability is minimized. Symbolically, the goal is to find: \( R_{ij}, \forall i \in \{1,..n\}, j \in \{1,..k\} \). Such that the total vulnerability of the system is minimized and still the power constraint is also fulfilled. That is:

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i(t) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i(t) \leq P \tag{5}
\]

and also meeting the application deadline time for each phase: \( e_i \leq \text{deadline}_i, \forall i \in \{1,..m\} \).

V. RESULT AND EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluated our proposed technique for various MiBench applications. Each application is executed on a cycle-accurate simulator GemV [12] to get performance, execution-time and vulnerability statistics. The performance statistics are then processed and were input to McPAT to get power statistics. GemV is also extended for DMR-RE and TMR redundancies of different architectural components which can be controlled during each phase to achieve fine-grained power-efficient reliability management. The vulnerability and power statistics are dumped after every 1000us and the first 500us are wasted to let the cache fill first. The reliability is calculated using Eq.1, where fault error rate is taken as \( \lambda = 10^{-6} \) [14].
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Algorithm 1: POWER AWARE FINE GRAINED RELIABILITY MANAGER

Input: n, m, k, P, Rij, and Vij matrix
Output: S: (selected modes for n components)

1. \( S_{(1,n)} \) ← Highest Reliable Mode
2. \( RM_{(1,n)(1,m)} \) ← \( R_{(1,n)(1,m)} / P_{(1,n)(1,m)} \)
3. \( Cost \) ← \( Power_{(1,n)(1,m)} \)

for \( i=1 \) to \( n \) do

while \( cost > budget \) do

\[ \delta RM_{(1,n)} \leftarrow \delta R_{(1,n)} S_{(n)} / \delta P_{(1,n)} S_{(n)} \]

\[ min \leftarrow \min (\delta RM_{(1,n)}) \]

if \( \text{length}(min) > 1 \) then

\[ index \leftarrow \max (\text{length}(min)) \]

else

\[ index \leftarrow \text{index}(min) \]

end

if \( S(index) > 1 \) then

\[ S(index) \leftarrow S(index) - 1 \]

else

\[ S(index) \leftarrow S(index) \]

end

\( Cost \leftarrow Power_{(1,n)(1,m)} \)

end

S.update()

end

return \( S \)

---

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a fine-grained and power-efficient reliability management system that leverages vulnerability and power variations during an application execution. We achieved this power-efficient reliability through a fine-grained DMR-RE and TMR implemented for different architectural components that can be controlled at each application phase based on vulnerability and power characteristics during this phase. Compared to the two state-of-the-art techniques, our proposed technique achieves significant reliability improvements up to 33% while reducing power up to 13%. This suggests that considerations of both vulnerability and power variations during different phases of the application provide opportunities for fine-grained and power-efficient reliability management.
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